
INTRA INDIA INS-OUTS 

 

UP TO THE SUBCONTINENT’S INCONGRUENCY’S BITTER END 

 

The wise fools spoiled the hoary Indian Civilization Ship for a half penny worth of 

Pakistan tar 

 

The story of Pakistan is a hard lesson in caution against building a nation on a false 

foundation, namely the little knowledge driven Two Nation Theory. It is a sordid tale of 

irresponsible play by opportunist politicians with credulous peoples’ lives and the million 

innocent destinies. It is ignorance out to put a show of its superior ‘knowledge’. In reality it 

is nonsense and it is, as Indians tend to say, Papkaram. Papkaram can have only bad bitter 

end however colorful the romanticists’ soft pedals and those designed but dishonest 

palliations. 

It came so for multiple reasons of little knowledge is a dangerous thing character of the 

central players- British Empire, All India Muslim League, AIML, Indian National Congress, 

INC,  and, the tormented and troubled mass of Indian people, and, of course, Indian Islam – 

Islam Umma complex. Little knowledge is a dangerous thing. 

Indian Islam failed to establish a Koran Kingdom on Indian soil though they had through 

the centuries of their illegal power hold over Indians moved sky and earth for the purpose. 

Ghazwa-e-Hind was a flop after all the centuries of Islam Sisyphusing. 1857 Indian Islam 

ueber-might lay in a complete shambles, why, in its quick building ruin dunes.  

Mohammad Ali Jinnah was anyway half an Englishman, one fourth original Hindu and one 

fourth convert Momin, quite a horrible hybrid, therefore utterly devoid of the required 

Mominness to back up his bogus claim to represent Indian Islam. Indian Muslims in turn 

knew, left pitted against Vedic India at its irrepressible resurgence, they had no chance, and 

little future. Fair competition is not an Islam virtue. Honesty is the best policy is not the 

Islam strength. Koran is a lamp if Ved and Upanishad is sun. So is the lay of this philosophy 

land. Islam is a latecomer in history and stands on Christian and Hebrew legs anyway; the 

Mohammad himself did pick his cues from his associations in the city today called Medina. 

In hindsight it is a wonder of human ignorance that Islam’s Ghazis imagined they could 

conquer the world as if Alexander the Great was no example, or then their own experiences 

during their invasion of Europe were not warning enough. The fate of communism and the 

The Internationale is no lesson to Islam. Total Israel domination of Arab skies is no lesson 



to Islam. A handful of successful Jews versus flop Muslim millions is no lesson to Islam. 

Nothing is a lesson to this ill human breed. India showed them the mirror because it had 

superior intellectual muscle. Nothing helped them, not even the mighty Moghuls. That is 

still no lesson to Islam! What are these human type? Such underdeveloped in their minds 

and brains and the nervous tissue and the synapses! 

Indian Islam followers committed the next outrage- the Two Nation Theory thought out 

incidentally on imperial English soil! Mande kammin Nanka jd kd manda hoye. 

Muslims cannot live with Hindus. Well, Islam cannot thrive among Hindus, they should 

have recognized in good time. Islam is incompatible with any other thought system 

following folks anywhere on earth. They cannot coexist with their ‘blood’ relatives: 

Christians and the Jews. But then why did the bloody Caliphates and their Jihadi Ghazis 

embark on Islam’s conquest of rest world? Allah’s bidding? If so, here is another Islam 

white lie caught pants down. But wait; here is more- direct from Holy Bible, Deuteronomy, 

the promise of a prophet, 22 

When a prophet speakth in the name of the LORD, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, 

that is the thing which the LORD hath not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it 

presumptuously… 

So, so! If Allah said subdue Kafirs and rule over them all over the earth, then Mohammad is 

right but Allah is not, for Islam does not rule over entire humanity. It will never ever 

happen. If Allah said no such thing about ruling over Kafirs, then Prophet Mohammad is 

wrong. Either Allah is right or Mohammad is wrong. Alternatively, either Allah is wrong, 

Mohammad is right. What is what? Koran experts, please! Come on! Lay bare the truth- but 

simple and straight, no storytelling. 

Indian Muslims, coming of low Indian castes, hence dimwits and dullards, lacked in living’s 

such essential virtues as come from superior living, say, enlightenment over purports of 

life. Of course they lacked bright Brahmin brains. They said, no, nothing short of Pakistan! 

They got their Pakistan. What a mess they have made of their Pakistan! It is double proof 

that Islam is not suited to Indian subcontinent’s ambience. It will do no good- all same to 

the faithful or to the Kafirs. The condition of Muslims all over the subcontinent speaks 

volumes on their compulsive backwardness in the art of living and utter poverty in the 

wealth of demanding intellectual faculty. Pakistan had to steal technology from West to 

make its Nukes, for instance. Copying the West in science and technology is no good 

certificate in originality and creativity.  Islam will never ever improve upon Koran- by their 

own Islam compulsion and conduct. Islam cannot appreciate, for instance, the import of 

this Einstein nugget: die reinste Form des Wahnsinns ist es, alles beim Alten zu belassen und 

zu hofen, dass sich etwas andert. The Mullas and the Maulvis will not get it in another 

thousand years, I dare say! 



The world, however, continues to evolve with time. Either Koran keeps step with time or it 

vanishes from scene as time makes its temporal strides. But Islam doesn’t keep step; it 

cannot; it lacks required knowledge, skill and ability. It will not acquire required 

knowledge. Koran doesn’t possess that knowledge. Islam doesn’t accept that fact. It insists 

Koran is complete knowledge. Koran is not complete knowledge. What knows Koran about 

electrons and neutrons and protons and soul and all so many other things of material and 

spiritual sciences? It is anyway borrowed knowledge from Hebrew and Christian 

traditions.  So the ‘damnation’ goes on and on and on. 

But life doesn’t relent. Indian Islam then did fall back on Westminster model of democracy 

which is admission of Islam inability to ‘conjure’ a decent body politic from the stores of 

ideas as given in the Koran. Why must Pakistan practice Westminster democracy if Koran 

has all the better knowledge wealth in the world?  

They call it Holy Koran. I fail to understand what is so Holy about Koran after Maharishi 

Dayanand tears its holiness down Sura by Sura in his magnum opus, the Satyarthparkash. 

The Islam experts should take the trouble to have a look into those pages and challenge the 

Indian Yogi’s masterpiece. And yet this Islam wonder of all wonders: Islam says the West is 

Haram, but has no scruples using West made science and technology, especially the 

Kalashnikov. I will die of laughing, my God! 

On to India’s next villain, the British. I will here best lean on their own Bard who has given 

us a lovely description of what the English nation is worth after all; here are the words 

I had an Edward, till Richard killed him;/I had a Harry, till a Richard killed him:/Thou hadst 

an Edward, till a Richard killed him;/ Though hadst a Richard, till a Richard killed him…4.4, 

Richard III. 

Ha! Ha! Ha! 

Does it need any more saying on the English genius? 

I have this bit to add though: my research shows that the Shakespeare, however good a 

dramatic poetry buff, was not well learned in history. Here is the proof 

This England never did, nor never shall,/Lie at the proud foot of a conqueror…5.7, King John. 

Four centuries long lay the English nation at the mercy of Roman Empire! As far future, the 

English may note that the English earned bad Karma by enslaving Indians.  Karma begets 

retribution. Future will tell how things turn out. 

Now to the native Indian heroes of the Indian Freedom Struggle. Their story is at once 

tragic. The leading lights were but brown Englishmen. They played havoc with Indian 

destiny- Pakistan is a case in point. More need not be said. INC and AIML were equal 



partners in maliciously worked out dismemberment of Indian subcontinent as in the willful 

sabotage of Indianness, ah! for the gain of peanuts of Pakistan and a truncated India. What 

a combination of lowly Indians, ignorance packed Islam and the Europe trained 

romantikers of Indian people, leave alone la albion Perfide. 

I leave Indian people out of my critique, for they merely followed bad leaders. To their 

credit goes whatever positive worth came out of Indian Freedom Struggle churn. Indian 

people have carried the burdens of Indian Civilization through the ages. They deserve 

salute! 

Indian people are now charged all over again with high responsibility. 

It is their task to first set Indian house in order by, for example, making it run corruption 

free. Next, they must mind their power in order to master their enemies. The chief 

occupation has to be the well targeted destruction of the theological state of Pakistan thus 

paving the paving way for a final assault on Islam. Invader Islam has no business staying on 

on Indian subcontinent. It must be thrown out with the contempt that it deserves. Islam has 

its Arabian matrix. Ignorance sick, it doesn’t quite know of that geographical mandate from 

Allah. As it is not willed to know it either, it must be kicked out as soon as possible, and 

with surgical precision if you please so that the cancer never ever returns to mar Indian 

life. 

India is but Vedic culture, self-sufficient in knowledge stores, but also open to new 

knowledge: aa no bhadra kartvo yantu vishwatah, so! 

Islam drew on Christianity and Judaism because Koran is not self-sufficient. Koran is not 

Ved, nor yet an equal of Upanishad. 

Indian Ved is a knowledge sovereign, mortal perfection at its most advanced. Modern 

Indians doing science and technology is the diadem on the Ved crown. 

It is interesting to watch history at work. 

Indian subcontinent is again getting on the boil. 

The time is on its own abstruse tangent. 

Something good will emerge, for, as the Upanishad says, satyamev jayate, na anritam. That 

saying subsumes evil’s destruction to each epoch of history. Indians still don’t realize it, but 

their present day tasks are marked out clear on history’s page: be the critical ingredient in 

the destruction of evil. Pakistan in general and Indian Islam in particular are the two faces 

of evil in need of its total destruction on Indian soil.  



Pakistan will have a bad end, just as it had a bad start, millions of innocent citizens forced 

to walk on glowing coals of disgusting and utterly corrupt Machiavellian  

politicians of the mid-20th century Indian history time, the AIML itself outvillaining all Iago, 

Macbeth, Duryodhan and Dushashan villains put together. The more so it applies to Indian 

Islam. 

Using Chanakya precision, just root it out! 

For, it holds that as you sow so you reap! 

1854 

 

 


